
Osayande David
Qatar, Doha | davidosay@gmail.com | +974 50062150

linkedin.com/in/david-osayande-7ba896198 | github.com/Tranquildave | osayandedavid.com

WORK EXPERIENCE

Diligence Work Force/DaveWeb Hub November 2023 - Present
Web developer & Content creator | Doha, Qatar

● Designed a dynamic and responsive Wordpress blogging hub
● Producing engaging and high-quality written content on a variety of topics, ranging

from technologies, web development, personal development, AI, etc. Aligned with
my brand’s voice and posted here : davewebhub.com

● Implemented SEO best practices to enhance the visibility and discoverability of blog
posts, including keyword research, meta tags optimization, and internal linking
strategies, resulting in increased organic traffic and search engine rankings

● Continuous Learning and Improvement: Proactively staying updated front-end
technologies and frameworks like React.js. Incorporating emerging trends, best
practices, integrating new tools like AI and other techniques to enhance
productivity and elevate the quality of web development projects.

Web developer June 2021 - Aug 2022
Degenius Media Agency | Edo state, Nigeria

● Used HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, Javascript and PHP to design and develop a custom
theme that strengthens the company brand’s identity with WordPress

● Led the development of visually stunning and responsive websites, ensuring optimal
user experience across various devices and screen sizes, while adhering to modern
design principles and best practices.

● Crafted dynamic and user-friendly e-commerce websites for some of our clients
using WordPress, ensuring seamless functionality and responsiveness to enhance
their online presence and drive sales.

● Created compelling content tailored for optimal SEO performance, bolstering brand
visibility and credibility to captivate audiences and drive sustainable growth.

PROJECTS
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Responsive Personal Website View in GitHub

● Crafted a dynamic and visually captivating personal portfolio website from scratch,
employing HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to showcase my other projects.

● Designed an aesthetically pleasing and modern layout utilizing some modern CSS
Technique like Flexbox to make it captivating and ensuring seamless navigation
across various devices.

● Integrated interactive elements using JavaScript and CSS Keyframes to create
dynamic animations and scroll-triggered effects for a memorable browsing
experience.

● Implemented responsive design principles with CSS media Query to ensure flawless
functionality and visual appeal across desktops, tablets, and smartphones,
enhancing accessibility and user engagement.

Links Saver Chrome Extension View in GitHub

● Developed a chrome extension with vanilla Javascript that effortlessly saves links
and tab for future reference

● Seamlessly integrated with the Chrome browser, providing users with a familiar and
intuitive interface for efficient link management directly from their browsing
environment.

● Provides the ability to delete saved links and Tabs when no longer in use.

Music Playlist Web Aplication View in GitHub

● Developed a standalone Playlist web application with vanilla javascript that can add
songs to a list and also can be deleted, connected to a Firebase database.

● Also can be customize to be used as an add to cart App , to-do list app or any
adding and deleting of list items functions based Application

● Can be integrated into a DJ's website for crowd-sourced song requests.

CERTIFICATIONS

HTML & CSS View credentials

Javascript View credentials

UI Design View credentials

Async Javascript View credentials

Generative AI View credentials

Prompt Engineering View credentials
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https://github.com/Tranquildave/Links-saver
https://github.com/Tranquildave/Playlist-App
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https://coursera.org/share/7f5f584ebd6813ec35756c271f514fd8


SKILLS

HTML | CSS | SCSS | Boostrap| Javascript | PHP | Wordpress |Figma |Async Javascript

| GitHub| Cloud | SEO | GCP | Prompt Engineering | Photoshop | Automation |Artificial

Intelligence | Blogging | Debugging | Firebase | Backend Development | API | Bash |

Researching | CMD | SQL | Graphic Design | Project Management | Communication |

Leadership | TimeManagement | Adaptability | Problem Solving | Teamwork |

Creativity


